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Kenya - The Land of Reality TV Shows
... the endless ... timeless ... infinite ... ultimate filming location.

Kenya the Film Maker's Paradise, offers the creative film maker the

natural and ideal location for any production be it feature films,

reality 1V shows or documentaries. From the sandy camel deserts of

Nothern Kenya, the snow capped mount Kenya, the tropical rain

forests of central, western and Northern Kenya, the savanna country

of Maasai land with their picturesque back drops, the rocky and

stunning massifs of the Pokot and Turkana country, the cattle country

and the lakes in the Rift Valley to the sandy beaches and Mangrove

forests along the Kenyan Coast. Kenya has all the locations a film

maker yearns for within its boundaries.

In the last four years Kenya has played host to 3 productions of

Survivor Reality 1V series such as The Survivor Africa (2001).

survivor Lebanon (2004). and Survivor Spain (2005). In the category

of feature films, in the last 4 years, Kenya has played host to such

award winning big budget productions as "Nowhere In Africa", "The

Constant Gardner", "The White Maasai" among others.

The emergence of Kenya as the hub for most filming activities within

the Continent of Africa has seen an equivalent increase in the

capacity of local crews to handle lots of work yet deliver quality

work.

Take a walk with us through this Guide Book and find out what has

made Kenya the premier Filming Location in the world.

You couldn't ask for more!

Ernest K. Kerich
Film Licensing Officer
Ministry of Information & Communications

THE FILM
INDUSTRY IN

KENYA
Kenya has long been a popular destination for filmmakers with the

readily accessible wildlife, spectacular landscapes and traditional

cultures making it the perfect cinematic setting for a range of

productions including the Academy Award winning 'Out of Africa'
the real life murder mystery 'White Mischief, and more recently,

'to walk with the lions', the biopic of famed conservationist

George Adamson ..

Kenya has hosted over 80 international films. The major ones include

Out of Africa, King Solomon's Mines, Born Free, Rise and
Fall ofldi Amin, Mugambo, The WilbyConspiracy,Master of
the Game, The Colour Purple (second unit), Kitchen Toto,
Cry Freedom (second unit), White Mischief, The Life of
Hemmingway, Besieged, Forbidden Territory, Constant



Gardener, White Maasai, Congo (second unit), I Dreamed of

Africa (second unit) and To Walk With Lions.

Recently, the successful staging of the hit CBS Series 'Survivor

Africa' has helped renew interest in film making in Kenya. Shaba

Game Reserve is the location for Mark Burnet's prime reality

television series 'Survivor III'. Survivor Africa is considered the

most successful of the series, particularly by the production crew

who were frequently and pleasantly amazed at the level of

cooperation from the Kenyan government and the comparative ease

of shooting in a remote and isolated location. 'Tomb Raider II:

Cradle of Life' has its action sequences shot in the Hell's Gate

National Park and the Amboseli. It is directed by Dutch Director Jan

de Bont with Angelina Jolie reprising her role as Lara Croft. It also

stars African actor Djimon Honsou, the star of Amistaad and

Gladiator.

KENYA AT THE OS CARS
Kenya has a long tradition as a location for Hollywood productions.

Kenya show cased Best Foreign Language Film at the 2003

Academy Awards, with 'Nowhere in Africa'. This critically acclaimed

film was shot on location in Kenya show casting the wonderful

landscapes and celebrating the rich cultural heritage. The film has

won over 14 international awards at film festivals around the globe

since its release in Europe.

The Kenya film scene has been increasingly vibrant with quite a

number of significant releases: Some of the movies shot in Kenya

include 'Saikati the Enkabaani', Judy Kibinge's straight-to- video

film 'Dangerous Affair' which was an award winner at the 2000

Zanzibar International Film Festival, 'The Price of a Daughter' by

Jane Murage Munene which won a special certificate of excellence



at the Slovakia Film Festival. She is also the producer of 'Behind

Closed Doors'. Another is 'Naliaka is Going' by veteran film

maker Albert Wandago, Anne Mungai's 'Saikati l' and 'Saikati II',

Wanjiru Kinyanjui's 'The Battle of the Sacred Tree', M-Net's New

Director Short Film, 'The Baisikol' by Ingolowa Keya, 'Lucky

One' by Baraka Films is set for release any time soon and so is

Kibaara nto Kaugi's Mau Mau themed film 'Enough is Enough',

which is set for release in June 2005.

Films shot elsewhere in Africa using Kenyan expertise include

Mississippi Masala, which was shot in Uganda using Kenya's

support crew, cast and equipment.

Snake Eyes, a French feature film, was shot in Burundi using crew

and equipment from Kenya, while The Power of One and Clint

Eastwood's' White Hunter, Black Heart' were shot in Zimbabwe,

where again Kenya provided crew and equipment.

In Botswana's 'Lost in Africa, ' Kenya provided crew and cast.

'Gorillas in the Mist' in Rwanda and more recently Rwanda's 100

Days was directed and produced by Kenyan resident director Nick

Hughes with full crew and equipment from Kenya.

•
The availability of affordable digital technology is making it easy for

many people to make films. Many stand up comedies and features

on youth sexuality and empowerment of women were shot on video.

They included ALWAN Communications 'Kenya Women

Pioneers', 'The Great Betrayal' by Ace Communications, Susan

Wambui's Award winning 'Lamu: A Spleandour of Heritage'

Kibaara Kaugi's Award Winning 'Dunia Ni Mbaya' and 'Too Late

Mom' 'The Bush fire' by Worldview Kenya and 'High Priest,

Kanise and Express. com ' by Vidfiltec Services. To reach a wider

audience, most productions are in Kiswahili and to beat piracy, the

tapes are sold at extremely low prices.

It is comparatively cheaper to shoot in Kenya as compared to other

East African countries. Producers want to save and spread their

budgets to other productions so it usually makes good sense to

shoot . in Kenya. With the Ministry of Information and

communications having removed virtually all bureaucratic obstacles

to film licensing, Kenya is fast becoming the African and wordwide
premier filming location of choice.



LICENSING
In order to obtain a license. one copy of the script. together with a

story synopsis should be sent to the Film-Licensing Officer. The Film

Production Department (FPD) licenses all local and foreign crews

undertaking filming in the country. Film licenses for documentaries

and commercials are issued within minutes of application.

Applications for Dramas and Feature films are processed in less than

48 hrs of application.

FILMING GUIDELINES
Filming on private property requires one to obtain permission from

the owners of the property. Filming on any Civic or Municipal

property requires permission from the local authorities and

permission should be applied for in time before filming commences.

For National Parks and Game Reserves. permission from Kenya

Wildlife Services and the County Councils should be sought.

They should also make sure that the flora and fauna are not
disturbed or damaged. Environment Impact Assessments may be

;

carried out if filming may seem to have a negative impact on the

environment.

Permission is also required when filming certain roads. streets or

side walks so that notices and other arrangements can be made to

avoid inconveniencing the public. Noise levels should be kept within

reasonable limits to avoid disturbing residents.

Even with permission. adequate notification must be given to those

who will be affected by the filming.

IMPORT DUTY
Duty is payable on consumables such as make-up. hair dressing

chemicals and the like. but raw film and sound stock are allowed in•duty free.

The following are import guidelines on filming equipment:

a) Filming equipment may be allowed into the country on temporary
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basis without cash deposit or security bond. Such import is no
subject to Import Declaration Form (IDF)or Pre-shipment Inspection
(PSI)requirements. However, the importer must make an application
to the Commissioner of Income Tax for permission to enter the
equipment on temporary importation

b) Under take to export the equipment within such period not
exceeding twelve months from the date of importation. However
this period may be extended on application to the Minister For
Financethrough the Commissioner of Income Tax.

c) Paya non- refundable fee of 1% of the value of the goods or Kshs.
30 000 whichever is lower.

IMMIGRATION
There are no restrictions in Kenya on how many expatriate crew
members or artists can arrive per production. Crew members and
artists may arrive in Kenya on a visitor's pass prior to the film
working permit being processed. This costs approximately Kshs.
2000 each.

LOCAL AGENTS
A list of accredited local agents who will facilitate location scouting,
transport, hotel reservation, film licenses, shipping etc. can be



obtained from the Film-Licensing Officer, on request. A film agent is

a trained person with proven knowledge in film profession. To get in

touch with the Film Licensing Officer email: fpd@skyweb.coke. A

list can also be downloaded at www.magicalkenya.com/filming

LICENSE FEE
al Documentaries, dramas, short features, (Ads! and Stills Kshs.

5000

bl Full length feature film Kshs. 15,000
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FILMING FEE
a) Per day Kshs. 1000.00

AGENCY FEE
a) Registration of Agency Kshs. 12,000

b) Annual agency renewal Kshs. 12,000

FILMING FACILITIES
AND EQUIPMENT
A wide range of cameras, sound, lighting, generators and grip

equipment is readily available in Nairobi. However, there are no

restrictions if the production team wishes to import items,

equipment or consumable from overseas.

Download more information from www.magicalkenya.com/filming

POST PRODUCTION SERVICES
FPD has an Avid Digital Express for editing purposes

Download lists from www.magicalkenya.com/filming

PERSONNEL
There are many highly trained professionals including producers,

directors, of photography, cameramen, sound recorders, drivers and

other administrative officers. They are available for professional

services. Local crews rates are probably the most reasonable in

Africa and are lower by far than the producers would normally

budget for in the West.

TRANSPORT
FPD has a fleet of 4 wheel drive cars ideal for all type of terrain.

There are many other agencies and tour companies that can

organize for transport and any other types of vehicles to be used in

a production. The services offered are air freight and courier

services, location facilities and' services, location vehicles and

equipment, transport and travel agents.

MEDIA TRAINING SCHOOL

TV PRODUCTION
RADIO PRODUCTION
PRINT JOURNALISM

P.OBOX 79490 . 00200, Nairobi, KENYA· Opp, Nigeria High Commission
Tell : +254~720687, Fax: +254·02· 2720693



OTHER FACILITIES
Lights, generators and grip are readily available for features and

television production. Any other facilities such as makeup and

wardrobes can be arranged on request.

RATE CARD FACILITIES
Contact the office for updated details on equipment. crews and

other front-end rates.

Download rate cards from www.magicalkenya.com/filming

THE FILM PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT
This is a department in the ministry of Information and

communication. It was established in 1982 with the responsibility of

coordinating and developing film services and, undertaking film

projects. Among the services under the department include:

- Licensing of local and international film makers

- Providing liaison services

- Production of documentaries, feature films etc

Provision of Dissemination services

CAMERA EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
1. 35mm film cameras

2. 16mm film cameras

3. Betacam SP cameras

4. DV Cam camera

SOUND EQUIPMENT
- Nagra 4.21
- Dynamic audio microphones, long and short gun microphones (415

and 815 series], cordless microphones, clip microphones.

- Shock mountain windshields (415 and 815 series)

- Public Address System

- Sound mixer (field or portable I

- Professional audio amplifier

- Megaphone

- Canon audio microphone cables

- Nagra 4.21power packs

- Commentary recording facilities

- Microphone table stands

- Fish rods (microphonesl

- 114 tapes transfer to 16mm magnetic film facilities

- 16mm magnetic sound edge tracking

- Sound library for special effects.

FPD has its headquarters at the Kenya Institute of Mass

Communication (KIMCI at South B in Nairobi. It

also has branches inr-
Mombasa, Eldoret and\. -

Kisumu and field officers in

provincial and district offices.

The FPD now has in stock over 600 documentaries, plus a wealth of

archival film material produced by the news film services as well as

weekly Kenya Newsreels which constitute short 10 minute news

documentary films covering a variety of national, historical and

development subject matters.

The archival/library materials are available in these formats
- 35mm film

-16mm film

- UMATIC



- Beta Cam
- DV cam
- VHS
- DVD
- CD

HEAD OFFICE
Films Services
Mwembere Road, South B
PO Box 74934 - 00200
Nairobi - Kenya
Tel: 254-20-650120/1/2, 650501
Email: fpd@skyweb.co.ke

BRANCH OFFICES
1. Sauti House

PO. Box 90200
Mombasa, Kenya
Tel: 254-41-314749

2. National Bank House
PO Box 516
Eldoret. Kenya
Tel: 254-53-32431

3. Provincial Information Office (PID's Office)
PO Box 847
Kisumu, Kenya
Tel: 254-57-2024265

For a list of Accredited Film Agents, contact the Film Production
Department or check www.magicalkenya.com/filming

-ispear
Spear LId Nairobi, Kenya +254 - 020 - 4446083, info@spearkenya.com



KENYA
SCENIC LOCATIONS
Kenya is a country of breath taking and magical beauty. There is

superlative scenery and romantic views ranging from the palm

fringed white sand beaches at the coast. the coral reefs, the

mangrove swamps along the river delta and then the Tsavo, a pure

wilderness incorporating the savannah, ranges and hills, stark lava

flows, conical volcanoes, precious stones, acacia and montane

forest and the fascinating Lugard falls where white water rages

through a series of spectacular rock formations.

The Tsavo also has the volcanic Mzima springs, which produce 50

million gallons of fresh sparkling water daily. There is even an

underwater observatory that gives an incredible view of the crystal

dear under-water world brimming with hippos.

All through the Shimba hills and the Chyulu hills to the Amboseli, it

is all a feast for the eye~. The wide dry plains of the Amboseli, where.

horizons stretch to be one with the sky, offer a real beautiful view of

the Kilimanjaro, Africa's highest peak, especially seen in the early

dawn as the elephants cross the plains and the mountain is a dark

hue of purple and its snow an ethereal pink.

The doulm palms silhouetted against the deep red sunsets as

leopards emerge to hunt in the Samburu .... The arid north where the

Ewaso Nyiro, a picturesque life giving artery flows through

spectacular country set against a backdrop of the mighty mountain

of Olokwe ... the riverine forest offering a stark contrast to the arid

northern studded plains... This hot, sparsely populated vast.

trackless expanse of desert and semidesert wilderness is a place of
harsh and stunning beauty.

From Maralal, the frontier town to the North, through Marsabit. a

beautiful oasis of green set above the desert floor, emerges the

stunning cliffs, ranges and thorn scrub where the nomadic tribes



traverse with their camel trains on pre-determined routes as old as

time itself.

Kenya straddles the center of the Great Rift Valley, that vast

prehistoric fissure that stretches from Jordan to Mozambique. It is

lined with a series of fresh water and soda based volcanic lakes.

These include the Papyrus fringed L. Naivasha, a bird watchers

paradise; the pink carpet of L. Nakuru; the steam geysers of Bogoria,

described as the most beautiful view in Africa; L. Baringo a haven of

peace and beauty with its crocodiles and hippos; L. Turkana, the

longest lake in Africa with its many crocodiles and prehistoric fossil

and L. Magadi with its salt flats and volcanic springs.

The great range of forests from the coastal, through the central high

montane to the thick, wet rainforest of the west offer the filmma ker

a wide range of options. These include the Kakamega thick

equatorial jungle in Western Kenya, the Aberdares salient forests

and moorlands in central Kenya, the Arabuko Sokoke at the Coast

and the Mt. Kenya forests in the shadow of Kenya's highest peak

with its glaciers, caves and moorlands.

The western green highlands have excellent viewpoints and so is the

Mt. Elgon on the Ugandan border, a spectacular, craggy mountain.

The Loroghi hills offer a remarkable view from "the world's end" while

the Shimba hills allow you a view all the way to the Indian Ocean.

The dormant Longonot crater and the Taita hills also offer wonderful

views of the surrounding areas. Kenya speaks of a country

generously endowed by God.

Kenya's primary filming attractions are nature based which include

wildlife, beaches at the coast. the physical landscape and the

cultures, which offer, immense opportunities for a filmmaker seeking

the perfect filming location.



The country can be divided into 9 major filming regions,

THE NORTH RIFT
This is one of the Kenya's most remote and seldom visited regions

but it is a hidden treasure, with breath taking views, rare wildlife,

some Kenya's oldest fossil sites mostly around Lake Turkana and

high altitude athletic training camps which attract athletics film

makers are in plenty here.

West of L. Turkana, the scenery is devastatingly beautiful and

mostly consists of wild Samburu country, little influenced by the

outside world. One can access this region from Nanyuki or Iten just

after Eldoret. through the Cherangani Hills, a place of spectacular

views. One then joins the major highway near Kapenguria Town.

It is an area of wide open plains, hills, high plateaus and the vast

infinity of one of the hottest and driest places on earth, the Suguta

Valley. The region also comprises of the Matthews Range, Maralal

town and Lodwar.

Maralal: A frontier town in this arid north. It is a beautiful small town

and home to the Samburu, relatives of the Maasai. It is surrounded

by high mountains and hills. It is home also to the Derby Race which

is organized annually.

The Lorroki Plateau lies in this region, just outside Maralal. It offers

a most dramatic view of the Valley, full of peaks and hills. At 8,000

feet, the Rift Valley, with the late afternoon sun casting a soft light

in the Valley, is a sight that will leaves any filrn maker spell bound.

Lodwar: A town of historical significance west of L. Turkana. North

of Marich Pass, it has the largest hydroelectric project in Kenya, the

Turkwell Gorge, impressive by African standards.



Lokichoggio: A small dusty township located 25 km from the Kenya-

Sudan border. It is a busy outpost in Northern Kenya that exists by

way of aid for war victims in the drought ravaged Southern Sudan.

Most major organizations have an office or compound in the town.

The ICRC's (Red Cross) Lopiding Field Hospital for war wounded

located here is one of the largest of its kind in the world and the

World Food Program uses the airbase in Lokichoggio to conduct its

food drops over the border in Sudan. It is the point of entry for film

makers into Southern Sudan and most of Northern Kenya.

THE MID RIFT
The Great Rift Valley that stretches from Jordan to Mozambique is

awe-inspiring seen from the various viewpoints. It is the dominant

geological feature in Kenya. running from Ethiopia. through L.

Turkana. the Cherangani Hills. past the plains of Maasai Mara into

Tanzania. It is about 50km wide and 300m deep.

Its floor has a series of fresh water and soda lakes. These include:

L Naivasha: a fresh water lake. with many species of fish. birds

and plants. Crescent Island has herds of zebras and hippos.

L Baringo: A big fresh water lake North of Marigat. It's famous for
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its fish. There are many species of plants and birds to be seen in the

region. Flamingos visit seasonally.

L. Bogoria: This is a shallow soda lake North of Nakuru inhabited by

flamingoes and other wildlife. There are many hot springs and

geysers. The surrounding habitat though is a drab scrubland.

L. Elementaita: A shallow soda lake near lake Nakuru. It is

frequented by flamingos from the neighbouring lake.

Towns crucial for filming activities are:

Nakuru: A transportation hub and a major industrial town in the Rift

valley. Herds of plain game are seen grazing on the vast plains as

flamingos paint the lakes pink. The dormant volcanoes of Longonot

and Suswa. and the Menengai Crater. just a few minutes drive from
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It' a major transit town with a beautiful climate andcountry. IS •

scenery.

Kericho: This is a clean beautiful town in the Western Highlands of

the Rift Valley. It is dominated by tea farming. with the town itself

being surrounded by Tea plantations.

Naivasha: A moderately sized town 100km North West of Nairobi.

The town has numerous relaxation

, • , • •

Nakuru. are a picturesque attraction. The town has the L. Nakuru

Game Reserve famous for its black and white rhinos. the great

Rothschild giraffe and the great white pelicans.

Eldoret: This is the 4th largest town. in the country. It has been

rapidly growing of late and it has the third international airport in the

resorts on the banks of L. Naivasha. Hell's Gate National Park. the

Longonot Crater and Mt Eburru and its forest are easily accessible
from here.

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS
Central Kenya comprises of the Kenya Highlands. formerly known as

the White Highlands during the British Colonial rule. The highlands



start at about 1300m above sea level and consist of the forest

reserve that is easily the richest extension of rainforest filled with

game in the world, best seen from the world famous Tree Tops

Lodges raised over water holes, where the animals gather to beat

the equatorial sun.

The largest patches are on Mt. Kenya the 17,054ft snow capped

peak with its picturesque glaziers and rugged peaks.

Mt. Kenya
Mt. Kenya is a source of many rivers and streams with ice cold

water. The volcanic peaks dominate the surroundings slopes, valleys

and gorges. Mountain elephants, black Rhino, Buffalo, Antelope and

Giant forest hog roam the foothills.

ABERDARES RANGES
The Ranges have Kenya's 2nd and 3rd highest peaks, extraordinary

waterfalls and some of the most scenic flora in the country. It also

has one of the most beautiful forests in the world though the huge

amounts of rainfall received during the rainy season turn the roads

to mudslides, making access difficult. There are high alpine moors

and primeval forests and the Ranges also have the Karuru waterfalls,

the highest in Kenya.



The area is occupied by the Kikuyu, the most populous tribe in the

country, the Embu and the Meru communities and covers towns

such as:

Nyeri: It is nestled between Mt. Kenya and the Aberdares. It is a

very fertile region and is the centre of Kenya's coffee industry.

Meru: A fairly big town North East of Mt. Kenya. Mostly famous for

Miraa (khat) a stimulant. grown legally in large amounts here. The

town also has a museum, which displays local culture & history.

Chogoria: A small market town between Embu and Meru towns, it

is a major entry route to Mt. Kenya.

Embu: Located on South East Slopes of Mt. Kenya. It is the

provincial headquarters of Eastern province.

Nanyuki: A medium sized military town North West of Mt. Kenya. It

has one of the most beautiful views of Mt. Kenya. The town also has

many budget hotels and lodges and many cold trout filled streams.

Nyahururu: One of the highest located towns at 2630m above sea

level. Just outside the town is the Thompson Falls on the Ewaso

Narok River, which falls to 72rn, its mist feeding the dense forest

below.

Naromoru: A small town West of Mt. Kenya. It is also a key entry

point to Mt. Kenya.

Isiola: Small town North of Meru in the more arid region of the

North. The area has many cool retreats and entertainment spots

among the sedentary tribes of the North, especially the Somali. It is

on the way to Samburu/Buffalo Springs or the desert East of L.

Turkana.

Central Kenya also includes the 01 Oonyo Sabuk and Mwea National
Reserves.

EASTERN
This comprises mostly of the Savannah grassland and rolling plains.

The region is domiriated by Tsavo, a single national park larger than

the island of Jamaica. Mzima Springs next to Kilaguni has a lot of

hippos and crocodiles There is an undervvater viewing chamber

where one can check out the aquatic life in the Springs.

'Iai: A town on the Mombasa, Nairobi Highway is the base for



entering the Tsavo and the beautiful Taita Hills. These hills have

some of the most scenic flora in Kenya and wildlife is plentiful in this

The Chyulu and Shimba hills are also part of this range of mountains.

Towns of interest are Kitui, Machakos, Mtiti Andei, Emali and

Sultan Hamud.

Here you find the Kamba tribe, some of the most skilled wood

carvers in the world and a few Maasai's with their herds and flocks

especially around Emali and Sultan Hamud. The tree covered, rolling

hills of Makueni are a place of heart rending beauty and the roads,

winding down steep inclines are bound to leave one's adrenaline

levels rocking high.

One gets a chance to explore some of most diverse wildlife, bird life,

lava flows and lagging rivers with solitude and peace in the vast

wilderness.

The region is mainly savannah landscape and is a transition between

rainforest and the arid steppe. It is mainly grassland, dominated by

grasses and with a variable presence of trees and bush, especially

acacia.

SOUTHERN
The south of Kenya is Maasai country. It encompasses the Amboseli

National Park, home to the largest elephant herds in Africa. It is also

from here that one also gets to see the most beautiful view of Mt.

Kilimanjaro, Africa's highest mountain and especially seen at dawn

when the mountain is a dark hue of purple and the snow an ethereal

pink, with the herds of elephants crossing the plains, the sight is

something from another world.

The Maasai are a strongly independent people and still hold tradition

and ritual as an integral part of their livelihood. They consider

themselves part of the land, just like the wildlife and vegetation, and

by nature are not hunters but depend on their livestock for their
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livelihood. To the West is the world famous Maasai Mara, which

each year plays host to the Great Wildebeest Migration as more

than 4 million Wildebeests move to Kenya from the Serengeti in

Tanzania in search of green grass.

L. Magadi lies in this region and is the source of soda ash. The

region also has the Olorgesaille National Monument, a prehistoric

campsite where the remains of tool-making man have been found

recently.

Towns of note are Narok and Oloitoktok, a Maasai town at the

Tanzanian border in the shadow of the Kilimanjaro, where the

Manyatta and the Maasai Red Shukas are a way of life.

WESTERN
This includes the tropical forest of Kakamega and Mt. Elgon, the

Lake Victoria Basin and tlie arid and semi arid regions in the Nasalot.

the Saiwa Swamp, the area south of Turkana, Kamnarok, and the

Kerio Valley.

The Kakamega Rainforest is a little patch of virgin forest in Western

Kenya. It has dense vegetation, and the gigantic indigenous trees

are spectacular and one of a kind in Kenya. There are many different

birds and monkey species. Mt. Elgon on the Kenya-Uganda border is

an extinct volcano, with its highest Wagagai peak (4321 rn) on the

Ugandan side. There are spectacular saline caves on the slopes

where one is likely to see elephants coming to get their daily lick of

salt. The region has incredible flora, number of tarns, and the Suam

hot springs. It is usually quite cold and rainy.

The Saiwa swamp with its national park is a beautiful place with a

prolific birdlife and so is the Ndere Island.

Kerio Valley is a place of breath taking views and is part of the Rift

Valley and so are the Cherangani Hills and L. Bogoria with its steam
geysers.



Other interesting places in the region are the Ruma National Park,

Homabay with its volcano on Mt. Homa, Kendu Bay, Rusinga and

Mfangano islands, the Simbi Nyaima, Thimlich Oninga and the Crying

Stone near Kakamega.

There is a whole mixture of cultures here, the Luo, Kisii.Turkana,

Kalenjin, Pokot and Luhya.

The region has typical Highlands Vegetation especially on the slopes

of Mt. Elgon where there are patches of tropical rainforest. The

climate is modulated by altitude, which is around 1,200m, and by

moist winds from the lake.

Kakamega: A small town in Western province about 65km North of

Kisumu. It is the base for trips to Kakamega forest reserve.

Kisumu: A pleasant vibrant town on the shores of Lake Victoria, the

2nd largest fresh water lake in the world and Africa's largest

covering 70,000 sq km. It is the focal point of an area of intensive

agriculture, green valleys and hills and occasional thick forests. It is

hot and humid and one finds the pace more leisurely like that of

Mombasa.

It has wide range of accommodation for any budget and has a huge

market near the bus stage where soapstone carvings are sold. The

lake is a very integral part of the lives of the Kenyans who live around

the lake, the famous Luo fishermen.

The Hippo Point is an exceptional vantage point to watch the sun

sink into the lake as hippos wade in the water closeby.

Kitale: A good-sized town North of Kakamega in the Western

Highlands. It is ususally used as a base for travelling to Mt. Elgon in

the West and Lodwar in the North. It is very productive agriculturally.

There's a museum within the town.

Webuye: A small town North of Kakamega. It is an area of

manmade forests, which are used for paper making in the paper
mills.

NORTHERN (NYIKAI
A vast, sparsely populated desert in the North of Kenya. The dry

shrubland and rocky wasteland is home to some of the most

culturally interesting people; the Samburu, Turkana, Marakwet,

Pokot and E-Imolo tribes. These people have had very little influence


